
PROVIDING INFRASTRUCTURE AND INTERFACE TOHIGH-PERFORMANCE APPLICATIONS IN A DISTRIBUTEDSETTINGDorian C. Arnold and Jak Dongarra�Computer Siene DepartmentUniversity of TennesseeKnoxville, TN 37996[darnold, dongarra℄�s.utk.edu Wonsuk Lee and Mary F. WheelerCenter for Sub-Surfae ModelingUniversity of TexasAustin, TX 78712[wslee, mfw℄�tiam.utexas.eduKeywords: Distributed Computing, Problem Solv-ing Environments, Sub-Surfae Modeling, HeterogeneousNetwork Computing.ABSTRACTThe NetSolve projet was established to aid sientistswho prefer not to be onerned with the usual tedium as-soiated with �nding and maintaining software librarieswhih they use to reate programs, toolkits and problemsolving environments partiular to their sienti� domain.This artile introdues the reader to the NetSolve systemand disusses how it an be leveraged to build robust in-frastruture for simulation frameworks, toolkits and otherprograms. The IPARS simulator is used as a onrete ex-ample of this approah. We further show how the ubiq-uity of the web and web browsers an be exploited tomake simulators generally available without the need fordownloading software.1 INTRODUCTIONTwo things remain onsistent in the realm of omputersiene: a need for more omputational power than wehave at any given point, and a desire for the simplest,yet most omplete interfae to our resoures. Reently,muh attention has been given to the area of Grid Com-puting (Foster and Kesselman 1998), but while we aremaking great advanes in our ability to harness the u-mulative funtionalities of disparate resoures, we havedone little to minimize the e�ort and know-how that oneneeds to properly and produtively utilize this olletion�Mathematial Siene Setion, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,Oak Ridge, TN 37831

of omputational resoures. The problem is that the sys-tems that do for us what we need tend to require largeinvestments of time (inluding installation and program-ming), knowledge of distributed omputing, and a totalommitment to the system involved. On the other hand,the systems that present easy-to-use interfaes are oftenlaking in funtionality.In this artile, we briey desribe our approah toGrid Computing, NetSolve. NetSolve allows for the easyaess to omputational resoures distributed in both ge-ography and ownership. We also desribe a parallel sim-ulator with support for visualization that runs on work-station lusters and show how we have used NetSolve toprovide an interfae that allows one to use the simula-tor without obtaining the simulator software or the toolsneeded for visualization. This methodology an be easilyextended to make arbitrary simulation tools or program-ming software widely available, easily aessible, and, per-haps most importantly, exeuted remotely. Setions 2 and3 provide overviews of the NetSolve and IPARS systemsrespetively. We desribe how IPARS was integrated intothe NetSolve system, and the bene�ts of suh an integra-tion in Setion 4. Setion 5 desribes related work, and�nally, Setion 6 summarizes the work and its implia-tions.2 NETWORK-ENABLED SOLVERSThe NetSolve projet is being developed at the Universityof Tennessee and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Itsoriginal motivation was to alleviate the diÆulties thatdomain sientists usually enounter when trying to lo-ate/install/use numerial software, espeially on multi-ple platforms. NetSolve provides remote aess to om-putational resoures, both hardware and software. Builtupon standard Internet protools, like TCP/IP sokets,



it is available for all popular variants of the UNIX operat-ing system, and parts of the system are available for theMirosoft Windows '95, '98 and NT platforms.
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Figure 1: Arhitetural Overview of the NetSolve SystemFigure 1 shows the infrastruture of the NetSolvesystem and its relation to the appliations that use it.NetSolve and systems like it are often referred to as GridMiddleware; this �gure helps to make the reason for thisterminology learer. The shaded parts of the �gure rep-resent the NetSolve system. It an be seen that Net-Solve ats as glue layer that brings the appliation oruser together with the hardware and/or software it needsto omplete useful tasks.At the top tier, the NetSolve lient library is linkedin with the user's appliation. The appliation thenmakes alls to NetSolve's appliation programming in-terfae (API) for spei� servies. Through the API,NetSolve lient-users gain aess to aggregate resoureswithout the users needing to know anything about om-puter networking or distributed omputing. In fat, theuser does not even have to know remote resoures areinvolved.
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....

A = read_matrix();
B = read_matrix();
C = matmul(A, B);

...

...

A = read_matrix();
B = read_matrix();
status = netsolve("matmul", A, B, C);Figure 2: Sample C ode: Left side before NetSolve, rightside after NetSolve integrationFigure 2 helps to show what the programming odewould look like before and after the NetSolve API hasbeen integrated. The (hidden) semantis of a NetSolve

request are:1. Client ontats the agent for a list of apable servers.2. Client ontats server and sends input parameters.3. Server runs appropriate servie.4. Server returns output parameters or error status tolient.There are many advantages to using a system like Net-Solve. NetSolve provides aess to otherwise unavailablesoftware. In ases where the software is in hand, it anmake the power of superomputers aessible from low-end mahines like notebook omputers. Furthermore, asexplained below, NetSolve adds heuristis that attemptto �nd the most expeditious route to solve any givenproblem. NetSolve urrently supports the C, FORTRAN,Matlab, and Mathematia programming interfaes as lan-guages of implementation for lient programs.The NetSolve agent represents the gateway to theNetSolve system. It maintains a database of NetSolveservers along with their apabilities (hardware perfor-mane and alloated software) and dynami usage statis-tis. It uses this information to alloate server resouresfor lient requests. The agent, in its resoure alloationmehanism, attempts to �nd the server that will serviethe request the quikest, balane the load amongst itsservers and keep trak of failed servers. Requests aredireted away from failed servers. The agent also addsfault-tolerant features that attempt to use every likelyserver until it �nds one that suessfully servies the re-quest.The NetSolve server is the omputational bakboneof the system. It is a daemon proess that awaits lientrequests. The server an run on single workstations, lus-ters of workstations, symmetri multi-proessors or ma-hines with massively parallel proessors. A key ompo-nent of the NetSolve server is a soure ode generatorwhih parses a NetSolve problem desription �le (PDF).This PDF ontains information that allows the NetSolvesystem to reate new modules and inorporate new fun-tionalities. In essene, the PDF de�nes a wrapper thatNetSolve uses to all the funtion being inorporated.For more detailed information on the NetSolvesytem and its usage, refer to (Casanova and Dongarra1998) and (Casanova et al. 1996).2.1 The Status Of NetSolveThe next oÆial release of NetSolve is planned forMarh of 2000. Features to be implemented in thisrelease inlude a Java GUI to aid in the reation ofPDFs, a Mirosoft Exel interfae, more objet datatypes,



more server modules inluded with the distribution, andenhaned load balaning among other things. Cur-rently, NetSolve-1.2, inluding APIs for the Win32 plat-form, an be downloaded from the projet web site atwww.s.utk.edu/netsolve. NetSolve has been reog-nized as a signi�ant e�ort in researh and development,and was named in R&D Magazine's top 100 list for 1999.3 A FRAMEWORK FOR RESERVOIRAND ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULA-TIONIt is pointed out by J. Wheeler (Wheeler 1998) that theneed for a simulation framework that supports reservoirand uid-ow dynamis researh arises from shear sizeof realisti simulators; on the order of 20,000 lines ofode may be required to support a physial model. Itis diÆult and ineÆient for individual researhers to de-velop suh a framework before even beginning to test theirideas. The Integrated Parallel Aurate Reservoir Simu-lator (IPARS) is designed to lay the ground work thatmakes it easier for suh researhers to arry out theirwork. IPARS is a simulation framework to study uidow through porous media or, more pratially, throughunderground struture. It houses petroleum engineeringappliations and environmental geologial models. Con-stant work is being done to inrease the number of phys-ial models.
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Figure 3: IPARS framework whih houses several physialmodels and framework support modules.3.1 Framework CharateristisIPARS is designed to provide many ommon parts of asimulation framework inluding an input/output inter-fae, visualization, and message passing interfaes et.,see Figure 3. The ability to model omplex physialproesses suh as geohemistry and oupled geomehan-is annot readily be added to existing simulators. Thesame is true of many omputational enhanements, suhas unstrutured grids and interative simulation. IPARS

is strutured to support multiple physial and mathemat-ial models. Thus, IPARS makes individual researh atuniversities and industries more eÆient.In addition to the advantages of framework sup-port desribed above, IPARS has several distinguishingaspets in simulation apabilities. Most reservoir simula-tions today sari�e grid resolution to redue ost; fewerthan 100,000 grid elements may be used even though onegrid blok overs a few kilometers in �eld. It is intendedthat IPARS be able to eonomially solve problems in-volving a million or more grid elements and therebygreatly improve grid resolution.EÆient, realisti well management is an unsolvedproblem in reservoir/aquifer simulation; for some largereservoirs, over 50% of both CPU and manpower ostsare diretly attributable to well management. In addi-tion, well management is primarily a sequential alula-tion; eÆient implementation on parallel omputers willbe diÆult (perhaps impossible.) The IPARS simulatorprovides a platform for attaking this problem too.The simulator framework supports three dimen-sional transient ow of multiple phases ontaining mul-tiple omponents through immobile phases (rok/soil).The bulk phase of medium (ie. rok plus uid) an beregarded ompressible to inlude elasti property of bulkrok. The thermodynami quantities, for example, phasedensities, ompressibility fator, visosities may be ar-bitrary funtions of pressure and omposition or may berepresented by simpler funtions (e.g. onstant ompress-ibility). The initial system is isothermal but an e�ort isbeing made to inlude inorporation of non-isothermalalulations.The most general mathematial representation ofsuh a system without mutual solubility between hydro-arbon and water phases is� (�iSi�i)�t �r � NpXj Kkrj�j�j xij (Pj � �D) = qj :for N hydroarbon phases and Np onsisting phases.Here the �rst term with time derivative represents hangeof i-th phase mass in time, the term ontaining the innerprodut with a gradient operator is hange due to trans-port of phase. The right hand side is a soure/sink term.A detailed explanation, whih is out of sope of this pa-per, of this equation an be found in any advaned bookin petroleum reservoir engineering (Peaeman 1977).The reservoir onsists of one or more fault bloks.Eah fault blok has an independent user-de�ned oor-dinate system and gravity vetor. Flow between faultbloks, however, an our only through a ommon atfae. The primary grid imposed on eah fault blok is



a logial ube but may be geometrially irregular. Cur-rently, the framework supports both retangular grids andorner-point grids. Dynami grid re�nement of the pri-mary grid on eah fault blok is supported by the frame-work but also must be supported by the individual physi-al models. Grid elements may be keyed out to eÆientlyrepresent irregular shapes and impermeable strata.The simulator is formulated for parallel distributedmemory mahines. For the message passing interfae, theMPI standard is used, however, the system is designed sothat any reasonable message passing system an be sub-stituted. On multiproessor mahines, the grid system ispartitioned among the proessors suh that eah proes-sor is assigned a subset of the total grid system. Dynamidomain deomposition is used to distribute grid elementsamong the proessors. Eah CPU separately proessesthe data input �le, but the ontrol proessor (a single pro-essor) ollets the data to prepare the output. Dynamiload balaning is provided. Here we have desribed theomputationally intensive aspets of IPARS fousing onhigh performane sienti� omputation, see the IPARSmanual (Wheeler 1998) for full funtionality of IPARS.3.2 IPARS User InterfaeFree-form keyword input is used for diret data input tothe omputation stage of the simulator. The ASCII key-word input �le(s) is expliitly de�ned to serve as an out-put �le from a graphial front end or geostatistial gridand property generator. Multiple levels of output areprovided in the simulator. These will range from seletivememory dumps for debugging to minimal output for auto-mati history mathing. Visualization is ontrolled by theinput �le and produes an ASCII output �le whih is read-able by TECPLOT (AMTEC ENGINEERING n.d.), theommerial software hosen for visualization. TECPLOThas useful funtionalities for three dimensional data setsand uid properties.4 INTEGRATING IPARS INTO NET-SOLVEThe interfae into and out of the IPARS sub-system as ex-plained in Set. 3.2 is straightforward. The task at handwas to make the IPARS system known to NetSolve viathis interfae yielding the availability of a parallel instal-lation of IPARS, and the hardware to run it on, from asingle funtion all.

4.1 The IPARS-Enabled NetSolve ServerAfter installing and testing a version of the IPARS odethat runs on a luster of dual-node Linux work stations,we moved to inorporate that system into NetSolve. Wewrote a funtional wrapper to the IPARS system thattakes as parameters an input and several output �le-names. This wrapper runs the simulation and also allsthe sripts whih uses TECPLOT to post-proess the out-put into a series of graphial frames. These frames repre-sent snapshots of di�erent parameters being observed inthe �eld of study. The UNIX utility, onvert, is then usedto onvert eah set of frames (orresponding to di�erentparameters) into a single movie �le for eah set. Thesemovie �les, along with the asii output �le are plaed inthe �les spei�ed by the output �lename parameters.As desribed in Set. 2, the NetSolve system pro-vides a ode generator that parses a NetSolve PDF inorder to extend the servers' funtional apabilities. In-evitably, this was the tool used to reate a NetSolve serverwith IPARS apability.
@PROBLEM ipars
@INCLUDE "ipars.h"
@LIB /home/user/lib/libipars.a
@DESCRIPTION
Parallel Sub-Surface Flow Simulator
@INPUT 2
@OBJECT STRING CHAR model
IPARS physical model to use
@OBJECT FILE CHAR infile
Input data file
....Figure 4: Portion of PDF File Used for IntegrationFigure 4 shows a segment of the PDF that was used.The PROBLEM parameter of this �le de�nes the namewe want lient appliations to use when referring to thismodule. The INCLUDE and LIB diretives are used inthe ompilation of the module. This module will take twoinputs, a string of haraters and a harater �le, as de-sribed by the last �ve lines shown. Among other things,this PDF will eventually desribe the ode that deter-mines how to all the abovementioned wrapper with theinputs given from a lient program. After this on�gura-tion and a ompilation, the NetSolve server is ready to beattahed to a NetSolve agent/system and servie requests.Note that although we only talk about one server-luster,it is also possible to have several IPARS-enabled serverlusters or parallel mahines attahed to the system; theNetSolve agent would dynamially marshal requests tothe best performing andidate.



...

...

...
/* code to view output files */

status = netsolve("ipars", model, infile, outfile, ... );

/* code to initialize input file, model, etc.  */

Figure 5: Sample C ode used to request IPARS moduleusing NetSolve4.2 Using The NetSolve Client InterfaeAt this point, one an now use any of the NetSolve lientinterfaes to aess the IPARS simulator. Figure 5 showsan example of how this might be done from the C lan-guage API. Reall Setion 3.2 where it was stated thatthe IPARS input �le was designed so that it ould easilybe reated by a graphial front end or geostatistial gridand property generator. This sample ode shows howeasily NetSolve an be used from suh a program. Theall to netsolve() an be made after the point where theentire input �le has been proessed. Integrating IPARSand NetSolve in this way has three major impats:1. With a single installation of IPARS many users anuse the simulator without having to go through thehassles of installation and maintenane.2. From any NetSolve host mahine (even arhiteturesto whih IPARS has not been ported) IPARS anbe used. Currently, IPARS an be run only on theLINUX platform.3. Individual users an ahieve signi�ant speedup byaessing server lusters that are orders of magnitudefaster than their loal resoure.The use of the NetSolve lient means that the usershave the added bene�t of aess to all the funtional om-ponents of NetSolve, not just the IPARS system. Thisinludes on the order of one hundred numerial solverroutines to solve things like systems of equations, eigen-vetors and eigenvalues, matrix multiplies, et.4.3 The Finishing TouhTo further failitate the user, we have taken our interfaea step further. We have made the IPARS simulator aes-sible to the standard web browser. Using HTML formsand the Common Gateway Interfae(CGI), we have re-ated a omplete Web interfae to IPARS that basially
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ClustersFigure 6: Overview of the NetSolve/IPARS Integrationsits on top of the NetSolve middleware system. The to-tal pakage has all the omponents that every applia-tion should have: omplete portability, an easy and in-tuitive interfae, and run-time load-balaning to ensuremaximum performane. All this is ahieved without everdownloading or installing any speial omponents.5 RELATED WORKThe WebFlow (Haupt et al. 1999b) system was devel-oped at the Northeast Parallel Arhitetural Center atSyrause University. It has a three tier design similarto that of NetSolve, where the front-end is a web appletthat utilizes visual ions and a drag-and-drop tehnique toformulate omputational graphs that represent exeutionmodes and data ow. A distributed objet based, sal-able and reusable Web server and Objet broker forms themiddle tier. Bak-end servies that provide aess to highperformane omputational resoures form the �nal tier.The Gateway (Haupt et al. 1999a) projet is the suessorto WebFlow that ats on some of the same premises, butinludes enhanements like fault tolerane and seurity.WebSubmit (MCormak et al. n.d.) and UNI-CORE (Almond and Snelling 1998) are very similarprojets that use the World Wide Web as interfaes toreate a simple, yet seamless, mode of aess to high per-formane omputational resoures. The main thrust oftheir e�ort is to provide uniform aess to multiple vari-ations of hardware resoures and queuing systems, so asto relieve users of the daunting task of learning the pe-uliarities of eah system. Their di�erenes lie in theirimplementation and sope. WebSubmit is implementedusing CGI and TCL, while UNICORE uses Java. Also,WebSubmit is meant for independent tasks at a single



site, whereas UNICORE is extended for interdependenttasks at multiple, geographially distributed sites.WebOS (Vahdat et al. 1998), primarily developed atthe University of California at Berkeley, is an e�ort to pro-vide a ommon set of operating system servies to wide-area appliations. These servies inlude mehanisms fornaming, remote exeution, persistent storage, resouremanagement, authentiation and seurity. WebOS helpsto make distributed appliations highly available, inre-mentally salable, and dynamially reon�gurable.Coinidentally, other projets have taken advantageof NetSolve and use it in a similar fashion as IPARS.MCell (Bartol and Stiles n.d.) is a general MonteCarlo simulator of ellular mirophysiology. MCell usesMonte Carlo di�usion and hemial reation algorithmsin 3D to simulate the omplex biohemial interations ofmoleules inside and outside of living ells. CollaborativeEnvironment for Nulear Tehnology Software (CENTS)is a projet of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory thataims to lay the foundation for a Web-based distane om-puting faility for exeuting nulear engineering odes.CENTS allows users to fous on the problem to be solvedinstead of the spei�s of a partiular nulear ode. Inboth ases, users submit their problems viaWeb browsers,and both graphial and text based output is brought bakto the user, through the use of NetSolve.6 CONCLUSIONIn this artile, we desribed our use of the NetSolvesystem to failitate distributing high-performane ap-pliations. IPARS is a parallel simulator that we makewidely and easily aessible to those that wish to useit. Our design is by no means spei� and an be usedto provide the same onveniene to other users wishingto use other software systems or library toolkits. Ourbelief is that, using our approah, very little e�ort isrequired for users to tap into all the resoures they needto ahieve the omputation they want.Aknowledgements: This projet was supportedin part by the National Siene Foundation (ontrat#ACI-9876895,) the National Partnership for AdvanedComputational Infrastruture (P.O. #10152763 underPrime Contrat #ACI-96-19020) and the Center forResearh on Parallel Computation (Subontrat #292-3-54397). We also wish to thank Mihelle Miller and TerryMoore, both of the University of Tennessee, for theirhelpful editing omments.
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